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The aim of this study was to investigate how the narrative mode of 
thinking creates therapeutic meaning in psychosocial practice in 
Japan. The main question of research guide was how the narrative 
mode of thinking can facilitate reconstructing the self. The idea of 
the Japanese psychologist Hayao kawai was reviewed. It was indi-
cated that his idea was examined according to the movement of 
the narrative turn in the field of the practice of human science. The 
methodology of this study was based on the analysis on the clinical 
vignette in the field of psychological counseling and the social sup-
port for delinquents by group music therapy. Next, the personal life 
story of a Teacher was analyzed in this study. The point of analysis 
was focused on the act of meaning making and the semiotic activity 
of the narrative process. In this point, the Japanese cultural concept 
of ma was examined, the boundary transitive zone. The concluding 
remark was that the semiotic activity of meaning was generated and 
forms the dynamism of tension around opposites. Personal narra-
tives were created in the boundary transitive zone.
Keywords: Narrative. Semiotic activity. Boundary zone. Life story. 
Psychosocial support.
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INVEstIGacIÓN basaDa EN La NarratIVa Y 
PrÁctIcas PsIcOsOcIaLEs EN JaPÓN
El objetivo de este estudio fue investigar cómo el modo narrativo de 
pensar crea un significado terapéutico en la práctica psicosocial en 
Japón. La pregunta principal de la guía de investigación fue cómo el 
modo narrativo de pensar puede facilitar la reconstrucción del yo. 
La idea del psicólogo japonés Hayao kawai fue revisada. Se indicó 
que su idea fue examinada de acuerdo con el movimiento del giro 
narrativo en el campo de la práctica de la ciencia humana. La me-
todología de este estudio se basó en el análisis de la viñeta clínica 
en el campo del asesoramiento psicológico y el apoyo social a los 
delincuentes por parte de la musicoterapia de grupo. A continuación, 
se analizó la historia de la vida personal de un profesor. El punto de 
análisis se centró en el acto de hacer sentido y en la actividad se-
miótica del proceso narrativo. Este punto fue examinado el concepto 
cultural japonés de ma, la zona de frontera transitiva. La observación 
concluyente fue que la actividad semiótica de significado fue gene-
rada y forma el dinamismo de la tensión en torno a los opuestos. Se 
crearon narraciones personales en la zona de frontera transitiva.
Palabras clave: Narrativa. Actividad semiótica. Zona de frontera. His-
toria de vida. Apoyo psicosocial.

PEsQUIsa DE basE NarratIVa E PrÁtIcas 
PsIcOssOcIaIs NO JaPÃO
O objetivo deste estudo foi investigar como o modo narrativo de 
pensar cria significado terapêutico na prática psicossocial no Japão. 
A principal questão do guia de pesquisa foi como o modo narrativo 
de pensar pode facilitar a reconstrução do eu. A ideia do psicólogo 
japonês Hayao kawai foi revista. Foi indicado que sua ideia foi exa-
minada de acordo com o movimento do giro narrativo no campo da 
prática da ciência humana. A metodologia deste estudo foi baseada 
na análise da vinheta clínica no campo do aconselhamento psicoló-
gico e do apoio social aos delinquentes pela musicoterapia de grupo. 
Em seguida, a história de vida pessoal de um Professor foi analisada 
neste estudo. O ponto de análise foi focado no ato de fazer sentido e 
na atividade semiótica do processo narrativo. Nesse ponto, foi exami-
nado o conceito cultural japonês de ma, a zona de fronteira transitiva. 
A observação conclusiva foi que a atividade semiótica de significação 
foi gerada e forma o dinamismo da tensão em torno dos opostos. As 
narrativas pessoais foram criadas na zona de fronteira transitiva.
Palavras-chave: Narrativa. Atividade semiótica. Zona limítrofe. Histó-
ria de vida. Apoio psicossocial.
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Introduction
In this study, the authors investigate how the 
narrative mode of thinking creates therapeutic 
meaning in psychosocial practice in Japan. the 
act of story making through reconnecting per-
sonal life events according to personal plots 
helps the subject share his or her experience 
with others. this narrative practice can recover 
a sense of agency. How can it facilitate recon-
structing the self?

to guide this question, we first introduce an 
example from psychotherapist Hayao Kawai, 
who was the first psychologist to conduct nar-
rative-based research and practice in Japan. 
Next, the authors present two approaches for 
examining the meaning-making process in nar-
rative practice. the first is from the micro point 
of view and focuses on semiotic activity within 
the narrative process. the second is from the 
macro perspective of the personal life story. 

to connect the two viewpoints above, we in-
troduce some core ideas from psychology based 
on the theory of narrative mode thinking accord-
ing to Jerome bruner. Next, we introduce some 
related concepts on personal narrative and bi-
ographical research that are culture specific to 
Japan. the authors will focus on the act of mean-
ing making and the semiotic activity of the nar-
rative process, which is considered to be rooted 
in specific cultures. In particular, we examine the 
concept of ma, meaning a boundary zone or po-
tential space in which the meaning-making ac-
tivity is generated. We discuss the potential for 
these concepts to develop a narrative approach 
in reference to clinical vignettes based on lim-
ited materials in the fields of psychotherapy, 
counseling, and psychosocial support.

theory of narrative mode thinking
Beginning from an episode of Japanese 
psychotherapist Kawai
For introduce some related concepts on narra-

tive culture specific in Japan, the author would 
like to shortly review the phase of introduc-
tion on psychotherapy in Japan, mainly on the 
clinical psychologist Hayao Kawai (1928-2007). 
He had introduced the sand play technique of 
Dora Kalff (1904-1990), Jungian analyst in swit-
zerland. the sand play technique is now one 
of popular therapeutic methods in Japan. the 
sand play technique is associated with rock 
garden for Japanese people. Kawai translated 
sand play technique into “Hakoniwa ” ther-
apy in Japanese that means miniature garden. 
this translation has been as a help to accept 
and promotion of the technique. the sand play 
technique is now one of popular techniques of 
psychotherapy in Japan.

One of key concepts of Kawai’s psychol-
ogy is ”monogatari ” which means nar-
rative or story. Kawai had concentrated on 
the concept of narrative or story in the all 
of his academic life. Kawai was concerned 
the significance of narrative stance very ear-
ly since 1960’s. Of course, he was influenced 
from Jungian approach deeply, but gradually 
he developed original narrative psychology. 
Kawai’s psychology has a basic orientation 
for the active amplification on the image of 
narrative content. His analysis had further 
developed into the works of monogatari of 
Japanese Heian-era.

Kawai’s deep concern for narratology was 
related to his consciousness of crisis of human 
soul concerned with over accelerative develop-
ment of scientific technology. In his earlier book 
“an Introduction to Jungian Psychology” (1971), 
he asked a basic question for readers. For ex-
ample, a woman had lost her lover because of 
traffic accident. she asked, Why did he have to 
die? “the doctor had explained he died because 
of excessive bleeding. but she could never con-
sent to such an explanation. scientific explana-
tion was not enough for her question. the sci-
ence does not have any answer for her question, 
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“Why?” the meaning of a life of an individual as 
human being cannot be put explanation by sci-
ence. In other word there is other reality that 
cannot accept a scientific explanation. Kawai 
confronted the basic question on the meaning 
of individual life. this radical concern for mean-
ing of life necessarily has to develop and con-
nect to narrative and dialogical stance.

Narrative is useful for understanding the 
reality that cannot be given enough explana-
tion by science. Narrative has basic function of 
connecting the divided items such as mind and 
body, I and other, man and woman, I and the 
world and life and death. these include hard 
conflict and split that cannot easy to resolve. 
Narrative is framing the subject’s experience. 
the subject of mean-act is constructed and 
shaped through his/her narrative. the subject 
is generated with telling act in which connects 
event to event. It is a kind of retrospective act 
but generates his/her future. 

Kawai remarked the characteristic of nar-
rative in the layers of psychic structure. It will 
generate therapeutic outcomes if one focuses 
on the dialogical aspect of the clients’ narra-
tive which includes multiple layers of personal 
and collective myth psychology of Kawai. the 
materials of narrative are made of not only 
various events accompanied with man’s life 
situation but also made of parts and fragments 
of dreams and fantasies. and also, they consist 
of psychic impressions which are evoked in ac-
company with therapeutic relationship. these 
materials can be linked and generate contin-
gent story mediated by therapeutic situation. a 
story begins at this moment in which one event 
is linked to another. One can discover new re-
lationship among the materials that has been 
still fragmental and floating. this discovery 
may be expected to get a therapeutic meaning 
for the client.

Psychology of Kawai has been made a point 
on the linkage among the materials that has 

deep therapeutic meaning. the new outcome 
of therapeutic meaning is facilitated by the 
action of personal meaning making which is 
supported by therapist’s response. However, 
Kawai’s therapeutic stance and perspective in-
clude not only personal relationship but tran-
spersonal which generates therapeutic rich 
meaning and image. His approach seems to be 
original and characteristic in the various nar-
rative based approach.  

“to give another expression my job is a sto-
ryteller. because every client attending to my 
office will not get therapeutic change as far as 
they cannot understand themselves to their 
satisfaction if not, they make assure for their 
lives. they must discover their own stories for 
getting comprehensible for their lives. my job 
is a support for their task.” (KaWaI, 1998, p. 32)

this therapeutic stance is meaningful for 
recovery the sense of agency senses of his 
subjective being. Kawai had been continuous-
ly criticized these approaches that it would be 
go wrong if personal conscious effort should 
be dominant for using a conscious narrative 
smoothing to make enplotment between the 
events. therapeutic meaning would not to 
be generated from rational conscious under-
standing of story. Kawai attached importance 
to appreciate the images and emotional ex-
periences evoked from the story and to listen 
deeply the uniqueness of the story.

Act of personal meaning making 
Following remarks can be considered accord-
ing to the indication of the practice of Kawai. 
the narrative approach is clearly based on the 
particularity of the act of personal meaning 
making. the basis of the narrative approach is 
that the very similitude of a story is derived 
from the concreteness and truth included in 
the unique life history of an individual. the 
authors focus on the individual’s life history 
as the basis of clinical narrative practice, and 
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the particularity of the narrative appears in the 
personal theme of this life history (mOrIOKa, 
2016). a life history is authored by a unique 
person who has his or her own proper name. 

the theory of the narrative approach has 
been elaborated in its theoretical frame of ref-
erence in terms of speech acts and reality con-
struction. Nevertheless, the orientation of the 
narrative approach has not yet been clarified 
in psychological clinical practice, except for 
the school of narrative therapy (WHItE and EP-
stON, 1990). recently, the tendency has arisen 
for narrative-based practice to shift from psy-
chotherapeutic practices to a social practice 
of ethics that involves coauthoring a concrete 
description of the story of another’s suffering 
(cHarON, 2008).

the discourse of a life history is made not 
only in the third person but also in the first per-
son. the first-person description is thus poten-
tially appropriate as the basis for a concrete 
research method of human science. In medical 
practice, the medical staff first traces the cause 
of a patient’s illness; this causal point of view 
is universal in medical practice. However, there 
are many differences in how people experience 
their own illness because each person experi-
ences his or her own illness through their own 
life context (KLEINmaN, 1988). the therapist at-
tempts to listen to the illness narrative to deter-
mine how it can explain the patient’s lived ex-
perience. the disease has a significant meaning 
in the patient’s life history, and it will emerge 
with various meanings in the patient’s life. 

basic viewpoint of Narrative 
based approach in the 
psychological field

Constituents of narrative
the characteristics of narrative-based ap-
proach in the psychological field is both uni-

versal and local. this approach to psychoso-
cial supports has developed amid a search 
for a way to best use the effects of the act of 
storytelling in clinical practice settings. What 
is common to narrative approaches is that a 
conversation is created in order to search to-
gether for answers. the participants, whether 
they are therapist and client, friends, or family 
members, cooperate in letting a conversation 
evolve in order to explore the meaning of an 
event, neither participant holding knowledge 
of answers or outcome.

In treatment, therapists set aside the at-
tempt to foster change. above all, they are in-
terested in understanding their client’s reality 
and in trying to enter his or her unique world 
of experience. During treatment therapists 
suspend value judgments as they place them-
selves in the person’s words and world. there 
is no single reality; through active conversa-
tion, reality is co-constructed. the perspective 
taken is that constructed reality changes ac-
cording to how the other relates to it.  

We particularly discuss the clinical listening 
process following the frame of thought on nar-
rative mode according to bruner (1986, 1990). 
the concept of narrative in the practice is lo-
cated at the crossroads of clinical practice and 
human science. However, it is necessary to in-
vestigate how the practice of listening to a per-
sonal life history is to be meaningful, genetic 
and useful for psychosocial practice, especial-
ly on the recovery of the sense of self and on 
the link between elder and future generations.  

according to bruner, the fundamental form 
of narrative is “One of the most ubiquitous and 
powerful discourse forms in human commu-
nication is narrative.” (brUNEr, 1990, p. 77-78) 
presents four crucial grammatical constituents 
in the language form of narrative. the first con-
stituent states that if narrative can be effec-
tively carried out, it requires a means for em-
phasizing human action or agentivity, action 
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goals controlled by agents. according to the 
second, narrative requires a sequential order 
to be established and maintained, events and 
states must be “linearized” in a standard way. 
the grammatical subject-verb-object (sVO) or-
der is mastered first in most cases. children 
start early on mastering the grammatical and 
lexical forms of these sequences. 

the third constituent is sensitivity to what 
is canonical and what violates canonicality in 
human interaction. Early readiness is to mark 
the unusual and to leave the usual unmarked 
to concentrate attention and information pro-
cessing on the offbeat. the very act of speaking 
is an act of marking the unusual from the usual. 

the fourth constituent is the narrator’s per-
spective: it cannot be, in the jargon of narratol-
ogy, “voiceless;” voice or perspective must be 
included. thus, the narrative approaches the 
perspective of the subject. any story inevitably 
has a narrative voice that causes events to be 
seen through a set of personal prisms. these 
four grammatical/lexical/prosodic features 
provide the child with narrative tools. From 
the genetic viewpoint, they are concerned with 
early infant behavior principally indicated by 
crying and other affective expression, and by 
stress levels and similar prosodic features 
in early speech. an additional remark on the 
unique point of narrative is that subjunctive 
stories are easier to enter, easier to identify 
with. bruner (1990, p. 55) states that narrative 
is located in the domain midway between the 
real and the imaginary, and that humankind 
will go “meta” on received versions of reality.  

the basic form of narrative is useful for de-
scription in complex fields of practice such as 
medicine and clinical psychology. according 
to the narrative form, we can obtain another 
viewpoint on a person’s illness or disability as 
that person’s own lived experience. It is easier 
to live with alternative versions of a story than 
with a scientific account. Narrative is a frame of 

reference that can connect even contradictory 
heterogeneous items. the function of the story 
is to find an intentional state that mitigates or 
at least makes comprehensible any deviation 
from a canonical cultural pattern (brUNEr, 
1990, p. 49). 

Narrative is socially constructed as both self 
to self and self to other dialogue. there is a flu-
id interchange between characters of narrative 
organization. these characters have their own 
voices. One character can be re-envoiced in the 
therapeutic situation. We have a possibility for 
exploration on the dialogical foundation for 
narrative based approach for psychotherapy. 
telling one’s own story essentially needs to be 
listened carefully. telling and listening are in-
separable each other. Internal listener is gen-
erated in telling one’s story in which he gets a 
position as an internal audience. telling is not 
simple utterance. the characters in the sto-
ry narrated are actively imaged and made up 
clear figures in the deep listening relationship.

authors try to elaborate on the possibility 
of the narrative form in the field of psychoso-
cial practices in this study, from the viewpoint 
indicated by bruner, who posits the narrative 
as a means for human agency and indicates 
the narrative voice as personal prisms.  

Culture shapes our conduct
We must note the cultural behavior as respon-
sible for meaning making and reality construc-
tion (brUNEr, 1990; VaLsINEr and VaN DEr 
VEEr, 2000; rOGOFF, 2003). culture is shared 
and internalized in one’s mind, forming a cul-
tural representation. this representation may 
regulate human behavior. Potential cultural 
activities guide our ordinary practices and pro-
vide structures the of life. cultural representa-
tion is based on meaning-making activities. We 
must investigate and deepen cultural activity. 
culture has its own semiotic regulatory effect 
on the human emotional experience. 
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the authors applied semiotic activity to 
supportive practice within the context of con-
flict in human relationships. they attempt to 
make some suggestions on the constitution of 
subjectivity and its connection to the cultur-
al meaning-making process. cultural activity 
is not only internalized in one’s mind, but it is 
also generated by our subjective practical ac-
tions.

Generally, it is worth noting that the original 
activity of culture works toward the regulation 
of conflict between the self and others. In con-
flicted human relationships, how can we arrive 
at a solution? culture may allow one to pre-
pare to cope with the conflict. culture shapes 
an individual’s conduct in this instance. the 
term “conduct” refers to culturally informed 
behavior. conduct is not an observable behav-
ior but may be a historical and practical con-
cept. semiotic mediation takes a central role in 
providing an interpretation of particular con-
duct. We can represent unique stories based 
on conduct.

the constitution of subjectivity is deeply 
connected to cultural semiotic activity. subjec-
tivity usually has a standardized risk in mod-
ern global society. If we attempt to explore our 
deep subjectivity, we can discover the “dance” 
between the general and the particular. this 
provides an occasion to overcome social con-
tradictions by producing and reconstructing 
our own subjectivity, which includes various 
components, from pre-personal and pro-
to-symbolic levels to transpersonal collective 
levels.

related culture-specific concept 
in Japan
Semiotic activity in the boundary zone of ma 
morioka introduces the original Japanese con-
cept of space-time called “ma” ( ) (mOrIOKa, 
2011). the Japanese consciousness of space has 

a characteristic feature. space is not empty but 
holds entirely everything. Ma determines that 
a space exists between one thing and another 
and a time between one moment and anoth-
er. the notion of ma includes both space and 
time. typically, regarding the culturally specific 
concept of ma, ryoanji Garden is the primary 
style of the Japanese rock garden. there are 
only stones and rocks—only empty space. this 
space may provide an intersubjective area. the 
participants in the garden project their psychic 
reality into the area. this is the aesthetic of ma 
that generates a virtual and dense reality.

the unique Japanese word “ma” has mul-
tiple meanings. It can imply a space between 
two things, or it can indicate a space between 
one moment and another. Ma is a concept that 
includes intervals of both space and time. 
the word “ma,” when it is pronounced “aida,” 
is also used to describe the quality of inter-
personal relationships. the notion of ma indi-
cates the creative, lively tension between one 
and the other (KImUra, 2005). If this tension 
diminishes, ma is lost. the process of talking 
and listening creates a unique ma between two 
people. It seems to be a narrative action for fa-
cilitating internal dialogue in the psychic space 
of the client. 

the form of the dialogue in Japanese cul-
ture may differ from that of Western culture. It 
can be said that internal dialogue is dominant 
in Japanese culture. the preverbal realm of ma 
is also important for grasping meaning-making 
activities in the narrative process. Language is 
always connected to a preverbal realm and a 
realm that transcends language—that is, it is 
connected to situational contexts and environ-
mental factors. 

In the clinical setting, we can present a clue 
for understanding the peculiarity of relation-
ships of social phobia using the notion of ma. 
It seems that social phobia cannot remain nat-
urally ma when faced with the other, for whom 
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he or she feels a nonacceptable desire. a rig-
id barrier is consequently constructed when 
faced with the other. If he or she can flexibly 
experience an exchange through the boundary 
zone (ma), new conversational realities will be 
fruitfully realized. Ma is to be understood as 
the shared reality of an intersubjective sphere 
(bOtz-bOrNstEIN, 2004). 

the relational concept of ma may be con-
cerned with the boundary zone (a and non-a) 
field in which meaning is constructed and re-
constructed (VaLsINEr, 2007). Different sys-
tems can coexist in the boundary zone of ma, 
in which a fuzzy zone of semiotic potential ac-
tivity can be realized. We can possibly develop 
a new analysis by acknowledging the non-said 
fuzzy field of opposites. In general, human be-
ings’ conduct occurs through something to do 
with in such dynamism as known/unknown and 
familiar/unfamiliar, where tension arises. the 
dynamism within the tension is one of general 
principles of the meaning-making process. It is 
worth noting that cultural activity presents two 
aspects regarding boundary formation.

Story generated in the transitional 
boundary zone
the author created a minute sketch of my coun-
seling practice for a family. Parents came to 
our office due to the severe domestic violence 
of their son. In the first session, the mother en-
tered the room first. I observed at the begin-
ning that the parents sat side by side on the 
seat. suddenly, the mother moved to the cor-
ner of the seat, separated from her husband, 
and she placed her bag between them. I felt a 
little perplexed due to the unintended face-to-
face meeting with the husband for the sake of 
her subtly changing her sitting position.  

this conduct expressed an implicit story of 
the relationship in the family through the in-
teraction in terms of territorial behavior. the 
space was differentiated and reorganized by 

the couple. they made their own meanings in 
the space with another. these subtle actions 
of appropriation may be invisible but will be 
recognized through a narrative or by listening 
to their story. the process of grasping one’s 
own place cannot be understood through the 
ethological viewpoint of territoriality that is 
analogical to animal behavior. sometimes 
the space appears filled with affection, and it 
is symbolized as an object or a thing. We can 
consider this process as a practice for defin-
ing space in ordinary life in which the acts of 
meaning and narrative actions are dominant. 

the boundary phenomenon arising be-
tween two people constructs a cultural mean-
ing. the boundary zone constructed by affec-
tive meaning making creates a collective his-
torical–cultural construction. this process of 
construction is the main theme of the recovery 
of subjectivity. a boundary fundamentally di-
vides space and creates an inside and an out-
side. It excludes someone or something on the 
outside. the boundary indicates the limit of 
oneself. However, paradoxically, it is possible 
to say that at the boundary itself, he or she can 
receive the sphere of the non-self. the bound-
ary may become a potential space. 

the internal story and drama of a person 
can develop in the movement of this transi-
tional zone. story is generated in the bound-
ary zone, and it is a noteworthy matter that a 
family story is often spoken in a moment in the 
therapeutic setting. the present moment is an 
essential component of therapeutic commu-
nication. It also happens to be a component 
that is easily forgotten in practice. the things 
that occur in the present moment can provide 
a therapeutically important catalyst; this is a 
point that is stressed throughout various ap-
proaches to psychological support, counseling, 
and psychotherapy. Interestingly, even without 
referring to carl rogers’ classic theory, one can 
identify “the present moment” as a key aspect 
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of therapy merely by examining more recent 
approaches (rOGErs, 1951).

to encounter the present moment, it is es-
sential to have a sense of the copresence of 
the other person, with whom one maintains a 
responsive relationship. there are situations 
when what the therapist utters and hears is not 
as important as one’s awareness of the other 
person’s copresence itself. For the other, a cli-
ent’s response cannot be prospected clear-
ly. It is necessary to have a tolerance toward 
the uncertainty and to maintain a stance that 
suspends our prospected consideration. con-
tingently, an expression of hesitated conduct 
could be generated that has not yet become a 
story in the meaning making of the other.

Contact with the Non-A 
self-reconstruction is facilitated by the narra-
tive in which constructed a dialogue with the 
other (therapist). the subject (client) has a 
sense of transition in his denied events through 
retelling of the events. the subject can accept 
a sense of the tonic and the somatic change 
accompanied with the performance of talking 
his/her experience (mOrIOKa, 1994, 2002). the 
sense of tonus which maintain one’s posture 
forms the basis of self-construction and mind-
body relation. 

Limited in a human relationship a person 
(a) has a tension which they may feel a sub-
tle sense of difference when he/she meets an-
other. the non-a field appears at the part of 
the other and that indicates possibly the field 
sharing with the other. Fundamental tension 
increases between a and non-a. We can articu-
late some levels in the principle.

the non-a field may simply be supporting 
our being. the non-a field is both horizontal 
and vertical. In contact with non-a at the here 
and now setting, a fuzzy field of opposites 
emerges (JOsEPHs et al. 1999) (Figure1). this 
fuzzy field is creative and a potential space 

where both a and non-a are experienced at the 
same time. this fuzzy field appears especially 
in memory and affect, and it includes an am-
bivalent emotional experience that is usually 
a therapeutic moment, for example, in a group 
music therapy session setting at a juvenile 
prison (matsUmOtO, 2005, 2016).

Figure 2 - Feel pain a and non-a

a 10-time music therapy was adopted in a group 
of 6 male inmates.  We use pseudonyms to pro-
tect the juveniles. One member of the group; 
Ken’s crime was inflicting bodily injury resulting 
in death. at first, Ken was ignored and treated 
lightly by the other group members, Ken wrote 
a negative impression in the questionnaire fol-
lowing the third session:” I will get them back 
next time!” 

In the seventh session, Ken talked about his 
own meaningful music; “see You” by “Kuroyume 
(black Dream)”. after the police caught him, he 
tried to get this song to his girlfriend through 
his parents as a way of expressing himself to 
her. He said she was the first person that he had 
ever met to whom he could express his emo-
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tions. He vowed to reform for her sake. after 
hearing this, one of members Jun spoke to him 
for the first time.

Jun: We had been in love nearly for a year when 
I was arrested. I had the same feelings as Ken. 
I am not living in society because I find myself 
here...I understand Ken’s pain, too. 

Ken: I didn’t feel any pain, because I believe in 
her.

Jun: You chose that song because you felt un-
easy and were in pain, didn’t you? If not, I think 
you’d never have thought about that song, am 
I right?

Ken: Yes, I felt happy even though I was suffering.

Jun: actually, it was harder to live after splitting 
up. I know that Ken decided to get along with 
her without saying Goodbye, well, I think...

Ken: this song is one which both she and I en-
joyed not only in good times but in bad times 
too. but now, we are far apart from each other 
and I guess she might be suffering. Even if we’re 
living apart, she might wait for me. so, I sent 
this song to have in place of me.

Jun: Did you send it to her with a letter? I won-
der if she might think sending this song means 
splitting up. (matsUmOtO, 2016, p. 91-92)

Figure 2 - Feel pain a and non-a

One of group members Jun showed empa-
thy for Ken as he had experienced the same 
emotions, and they were in the same situation: 
being incarcerated in the prison, cut off from 
their loved ones. Ken seemed to be in denial. 
He didn’t feel pain (non-a) at the same time 
he felt pain (a) (Figure2). He was happy with 
his relationship with his girlfriend but was suf-
fering because he could not be with her. but, 
finally, Ken was able to express his simulta-
neous feelings (Figure2). the group members 
held a moment of tension in fuzzy field (a and 
non-a). Later in the session, the topic changed 
from girlfriends to being out of control. Ken 
remembered a time in his childhood when he 
was confronted with a bully and finally lost 
control and beat him up. He doesn’t remember 

much about the fight until it was over, and the 
bully was badly beaten and bleeding heavily. 
He continued by talking vividly about the fight 
for which he was arrested. 

Ken: at this time, I saw another personality “do-
ing something”. I could not stop him even if I 
didn’t feel pain or hear anything. I could not un-
derstand what was happening to me. so, when 
I was a junior high school student, I was sur-
rounded by 5 or 6 opponents and bullied. the 
next thing I remember was when I regained con-
sciousness in the hospital. 

Ken felt as if another entity possessed him, 
and felt no pain, but was helpless to stop the 
fight until the opponent was severely injured. 
He was dissociated from reality and felt like a 
mere observer in the fight (Figure 3). 
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Ken wrote down the following impression in the 
questionnaire following the seventh session: 

‘I was very impressed by the enormous power 
of music.’

‘although I felt it was difficult to talk at first, 
now I feel a bit relieved.’

‘I realized these members in my group thought 
a lot about my situation.’

this shows that session # 7 proved to be a 
breakthrough for Ken, and indeed, the rest of 
the group, as they showed empathy for Ken. 
they began to interact more constructively 
with each other than seemed possible at the 
beginning of the session. Finally, a creative 
and supportive moment was produced.

Non-a is paradoxically not only immedi-
ately cooccurred in parallel with a as a field of 
meanings, but it implies a yet-to-be-differen-
tiated field of meanings-to-be or a meanings 
potentiality (Josephs et al. 1999). this a and 
non-a field allowed an associative and affec-
tive field for the groups share field.

turning point in the life story
Turning point in the life story of professions 
as part of the boundary phenomenon 

recently, the culture of school itself has be-
come unsettled in Japan. It has many social 
contradictions, and the common activity of 
culture is not sufficient in the workplace. these 
phenomena are not rare in recent times. they 

demonstrate that people have a diminished ca-
pacity to accept the sense of strangeness and 
novelty and their differences from others. they 
tend to create barriers and exclude otherness. 
We must take on an attitude of not rushing to 
create gaps or focusing on differences arising 
between us and the other. We must attempt to 
engage in dialogue despite feelings of discom-
fort, anxiety, and fear, the effects of which are 
not merely negative. When we can obtain form 
from our “culture,” we can share the personal 
effects of it and generalize it.

school counselors who enter the field of 
education support pupils and students and 
cooperate and collaborate with other support-
ers of education, including teachers. among 
supporters of education, cooperation and 
collaboration with teachers is more import-
ant than anything else. a teacher’s support 
may become much more important in cer-
tain cases. In the modern educational scene, 
teachers who repair the imperfections of ed-
ucation policies and play an active role will 
bring about new solutions and approaches 
based on their inner motives while remain-
ing aware of the system’s contradictions. al-
though they fulfill their duties without an au-
thority and out of their irresistible passion, 
their activity is not overseen by the educa-
tion board. Various obstacles standing in their 
way spoil and threaten their mental health. 
    most teachers do not dwell on consulting 
medical institutions for their unbalanced men-

Figure 3. another self
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tal health. However, in their lives or the work-
place, they are thought to need mental health 
support that differs from the provided medical 
services. the narrative practice connects the 
support that is currently lacking. therefore, 
such narrative practice is required.

case of a teacher: ms. tanaka
Here the author will present a case of the 
narrative practice applied to a teacher
ms. tanaka is a woman in her early 60s. she 
is interested in psychology and investigated 
educational counselling in her early days of 
teaching. she made a positive commitment to 
undergo a training course offered by the Q Pre-
fectural board of Education, which had recrui-
ted her and spectacularly upgraded her skills 
and abilities in educational counselling. she 
was given a special duty (guidance counselor) 
at her high school and sufficiently demonstra-
ted her abilities during that time. she was the 
first person to take on that position, and she 
handled the duty like a professional and was 
promoted to another workplace. In her late 40s, 
she built a network of organized support at her 
new school during the first half of her new po-
sition. she devoted herself to the duty like she 
had at the previous school. she was thanked 
by the coworker who collaborated with her, and 
she acquired wide trust. However, during her 
latter half of her employment, the vice princi-
pal was transferred and implemented a mana-
gement system with an old political style. they 
directed a critical look at educational counsel-
ling, abolished that post, and moreover, limited 
her duty while casting a suspicious glance at 
her. they gradually strengthened the education 
management, mentally cornering her and dri-
ving her toward having a hostile relationship. 
Finally, they induced her to move to another 
workplace. she then entered her 50s. Her last 
workplace was a special school where all the 

contradictions within the education system of 
the Q board of Education accumulated. the 
contradictions at the school were very signifi-
cant. the problem became so troublesome that 
it was absolutely impossible to deal with priva-
tely. she appealed to the committee for a so-
lution to the problem, but this proved to be in 
vain. she developed a psychological condition 
close to burnout and retired a year before her 
intended retirement age.

During our interview, she reflected on that 
time and spoke about her motivation that had 
made her devotedly involved in the troubles of 
her students. the following details her feelings: 

a multifaceted and complicated factor got 
entangled in the consultation of the students. 
I was able to touch not only the inside or psy-
chic reality of the students but also various 
external factors in real world directly. and I 
often learned there were a lot of solvable cas-
es when I really wrestled with them. Even if I 
worked hard on those problems, I might not 
necessarily lead one correct answer. that’s 
why I found it creative and challenging. It was 
powerful charm that only a teacher could ex-
perience. If I were a counselor, I might not have 
experienced it. I felt it was worth doing. so, I 
was really thankful that I was a teacher and not 
a school counselor at that time.

this narrative could be a turning point in 
the life story of her profession. based on the 
interview, the author knew that she had faced 
challenges not only in her job duties but also 
in her personal life in the past. When the au-
thor asked her the reason she did not burn out 
and how she was able to sustain herself, she 
chose her words carefully, as follows:

When I worked on a problem-solving with 
a student, I was often able to get a hint for the 
solution of my own problem in parallel with 
the student’s one. that is why I was able to 
make it through a challenging period in my 
personal life. 
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Narrative practice for self-recovery
In Japan, educational counselling has devel-
oped within the teaching culture, although 
the thought of counselling was planted within 
teachers by the GHQ after World War II. teach-
ers were requested to help students develop 
individually and, at the same time, to instruct 
students collectively. Various allocation meth-
ods were possible in terms of how they allotted 
their time and energy for groups or individuals 
based on the nature of their locality and the 
spirit of the times. In the district where tanaka 
had worked, the counselling method declined 
and was replaced by psychological counseling. 
so she went along with this trend and learned 
psychological counseling. For financial rea-
sons and others, the teachers’ psychological 
counseling declined, as well as the counselling 
commonly used by school counselors. 

In the context of the region and the times, 
tanaka had difficulty with the educational 
counselling and became depressed in a psy-
chological condition that was close to burnout. 
today, people of various educational support 
professions, including school counselors and 
school social workers, cooperate and collabo-
rate under the policy of “the team of school.” 
Educational counselling has developed into 
such a modern form, but teachers in the in-
termediary phase of the transitional period 
are denied and removed from their positions. 
therefore, it is thought that her maladjustment 
was caused by a social problem and is likened 
to social pathology.

What was it to have her narrative promoted 
with the accompaniment of a therapist when 
she had been disappointed? at the beginning, 
the content of her narrative was as follows: 
the know-how of building a team system in 
educational counselling, her difficulties with 
her new creation, the succession to the next 
generation, etc. recalling her various memo-
ries, such as her difficulties creating her team 

support systems, she felt relieved and did not 
withhold the expression of her feelings. she 
did not mind expressing her educational con-
siderations or her pride. she also broke the si-
lence about the tacit consent between teach-
ers, which was an accompanying hesitation of 
having a similar profession. the determining 
factor of such a process is not simply a formal-
ity of the interview technique. 

It is thought that the therapist met her in 
the state of a human person as a whole. He did 
not conduct himself in the manner of a medi-
cal expert who was making a psychological as-
sessment but, rather, met her like Ich und Du 
(“I and thou”) in the domain of das Zwischen 
(“the between”) (bUbEr, 1923) at that time. He 
was able to listen to a narrative story without 
fixing the role of the therapist and the client in 
narrative practice. He met her in the domain 
of “the between” (ma or Aida), which is rele-
vant to the concept of “negative capability” 
(KEats,1817) or “ impersonality” (rOGErs, 1951), 
not only in the clinical psychological interview 
but also in narrative practice. 

When an interviewee speaks it is of deep 
interest and out of respect for him or her. It is 
a passion to listen to his or her life. In addition, 
it is necessary to accompany him or her to the 
place where they lead the interviewer. so, in-
terviewers always need to have a readiness to 
accompany him or her. In some cases, the ther-
apist may be in danger of transforming them-
selves through narrative practice. the strength 
of an interviewer (therapist) is a tacit premise 
for narrative practice. It can be naturally imag-
ined that this is the reason they jointly build 
a new life story. In this way, it is thought that 
soul making could be carried out in such a 
transitional boundary zone.

conclusion
In this study, the authors investigated an em-
bodied understanding of narrative practice. by 
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elaborating the related culture-specific con-
cept in Japan, especially ma—the boundary 
zone—it could be indicated that the action of 
boundary making has the potential to create 
new connections within personal life events. It 
is worthy to explore how self-representation 
is progressively constructed in the boundary 
zone (mOrIOKa, 2005). the authors could in-
dicate, through some clinical vignette, how 
meaning-making semiotic activity is generat-
ed and forms the dynamism of tension around 
opposites. Personal narratives can be creat-
ed in the boundary transitive zone. Narrative 
practice can be applied to space and poten-
tial space where meaning making is activated. 
It facilitates cultivating one’s inner sense of 
self. a sense of agency can be recovered by ex-
pressing him or herself. 

In terms of recovering spontaneous living 
responsiveness, one can obtain the power to 
live in the present moment and become a be-
ing in the future. the past cannot be altered; 
however, the meaning of past experiences may 
vary through dialogical practice. there is a la-
tent resource in one’s own life history for trans-
forming negative experiences into positive 
ones. One may transform past events’ meaning 
with the support of a carefully attentive oth-
er in the present moment. this is precisely the 
moment during which spontaneous living re-
sponsiveness emerges. We cannot forget that 
the living experience and the sense of agency 
remain in the hindsight of the personal story.  
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